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Whereas the s saw the rise of the pickup truck from work vehicle to stylish family machine, the
s would propel the pickup - and specifically the F - to the best selling overall vehicle in America.
Fortunately, F-Series pickup was up to the task. Changes for were all but nonexistent, with one
reasonably significant exception. Offered for the first time was the Sport Appearance Package,
which consisted of unique 15" x 8" wheels, special striping, and a black roll bar outfitted with
off-road lights. This Sport package had late availability. Ford also created a Heavy-Duty Service
Package from existing options, including skid plates, super engine cooling, and a heavy-duty
battery. The only other noteworthy change was the inclusion of a chrome grille as standard
equipment on all XL trim levels. Crew Cab trucks with either single or dual-rear wheels were
available in the F More of the same punctuates Ford's line of trucks. Everything else continued
to use the backbone of the F-Series fleet for a quarter century, the 4. All trucks came with a
standard issue five-speed manual transmission, with three and four-speed automatics available
throughout the line. The same recalls from also affect the model year F-Series. They include the
fuel selector valve recall ID , affecting fuel flow between dual tanks on trucks with that option. A
bad snap ring can lead to Park not engaging properly on automatic transmissions recall ID , and
a bad ignition switch ID can lead to a fire in the steering column. Despite the dawn of a new
decade, worn out suspension bits and rust continued to plague the F-Series, especially in cab
corners and occasionally on oil pans as well. Available exterior paint color choices for include:.
There was no consideration given to comfort or style, because these trucks were simply
designed to do a job. That all changed when Ford introduced the Super Duty line in , and it's
been sitting on top of the sales heap ever since. Part of that success has to do with the
drivetrains, which are unbelievably capable. The 4-speed 4R and 5-speed 5RW were able to
handle the monster torque of the Power Stroke Diesel engine, while providing complete civility
and impressive fuel economy. But they aren't without their problems though, so let's look at
some of the most common Ford Super Duty transmission problems, and figure out what you
can do about them. Heat and vibration are the natural enemy of car parts, and they're the main
cause of premature solenoid failure on the Ford 4R transmission. These little plunger
mechanisms route pressurized ATF through the valve body to actuate a shift. Over time, the
heat and vibration can short out the wiring on a 4R solenoid, leading to delayed shifts, or no
shift at all. To eliminate this problem, every remanufactured 4R transmission from Street Smart
Transmission receives upgraded EPC solenoids and solenoid clips. These are much more
resistant to heat and vibrations, which can significantly extend the service life of your Ford F
transmission or Ford F transmission. Controlling hydraulic pressure is the key to creating a
durable transmission. Unfortunately, an OE design flaw in the accumulator pistons and snap
ring can cause the 4R forward clutch drum to fail prematurely. Leading to no forward gears, or
severe slipping in 1st, 2nd, or 3rd gears. To solve this problem, each SST remanufactured 4R
transmission gets upgraded see: Stronger and accumulator pistons, a more robust spiral-lock
snap ring, and a staked retainer for the intermediate clutch. To address this problem, every SST
remanufactured 5RW transmission features TIG welded pinion pins, which prevents the problem
from occurring in the first place. This pressure is created by the transmission pump, which has
a tendency to fail prematurely. If this happens, you'll experience a pronounced delay in forward
and reverse gear engagement, or the transmission could just "slam" into gear. To fix the
problem, as well as extend the service life of the pump, every remanufactured 5RW
transmission from SST gets a number of upgrades, including a fully remanufactured
transmission pump with custom-spec line bore bushings, a heavy duty pump recalibration kit,
and a shift kit to reduce slipping. The quickest way to fix your Ford SuperDuty transmission
problems is to simply buy a used 4R transmission or used 5RW transmission. These can be
found at most junk yards, and they often come with a day warranty. However, there's no way to
determine the actual condition of the internal components, so you could be spending a bunch
of money to have the exact same problems. Plus, that warranty only covers the transmission if
it's defective, not the labor costs that you'll have to pay. Another option would be a rebuilt 4R
transmission or rebuilt 5RW transmission. A local repair shop will remove your SuperDuty
transmission, then install a bunch of new parts. The problem here is, the skills and experience
of each mechanic will vary widely from shop to shop, so you could have problems from
something that wasn't adjusted properly. And the year warranty might only cover you at certain
transmission repair shops, in a specific geographical area. Many owners depend on their Ford F
and Ford F to make a living and get things done. Their gasoline and PowerStroke diesel engines
are designed to go 's of thousands of miles, so it makes sense to invest in a remanufactured 4R
transmission or remanufactured 5RW transmission. Street Smart Transmission understands
how important your time and money are, which is why every Ford Super-Duty transmission that
we build exceeds OE specifications. It covers both parts and labor, and the coverage can be
transferred if you sell the truck. So if you're ready to get your truck back on the road, give us a

call at Should you have any questions or concerns about your Shift Select transmission, our
Product Support Team is only a phone call away. So what does a No Hassle Warranty really
mean? When your transmission is installed at a licensed repair facility:. Warehouse Shipping
Locations. Ordering a Remanufactured Transmission. PayPal Credit Financing Available. Dealer
Quality. Lower Price. Why Buy Factory Direct? Savings Calculator. Get A Transmission
Estimate. Tech Guides. Reman Transmissions. Reman Valve Bodies. Find Local Installer.
Idlewild Ave Tampa, FL Fully Dyno Tested. Every transmission shipped has been through a
complete road simulation dyno test. Every transmission is cold AND hot-tested before shipment
to ensure quality. No up-front core charges. Your mechanic installs your new transmission and
places your old transmission core into our reusable container. You let us know when your
vehicle is done and we'll send a truck to pick up the core free, within 24 hours. Fill out the form
on our website to receive an e-mailed estimate. We send an out-the-door price for a replacement
remanufactured transmission shipped free to your repair shop or installer. Torque Converters.
Fully remanufactured torque converter included. Converters are tested for leaks, lockup and
balance. All upgrades exceed OE requirements. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
View Photos. Year Select Year Don't know your type? Type Select Type. Don't know your trim?
Trim Select Trim. Don't know your style? Style Select Style. Exceptional mechanical, exterior
and interior condition with no visible wear; no reconditioning required. Minimal wear and tear
with no major mechanical or cosmetic problems; may require limited reconditioning. Normal
wear and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood
damage? Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are
there any panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior
parts broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How
many keys do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any
other issues with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an
instant, no obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no
annoying calls. Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select
State. Don't have your license plate? Estimated values for the Ford F See more. Did you know?
The term "Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a
generic expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your
Ford F on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the
mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want
to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A
number of factors will affect how much a Ford F is worth. For starters, you'll need information
such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more accurate
number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate appraisal. The
value of a Ford F, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage, condition, trim level and
installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal, where you can see its
estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition levels. There is no one
perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad assessment of the Ford F We
recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and consumer reviews to make that buying
decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive the Ford F and see how it feels. Get a free
appraisal here. To understand if the Ford F is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds'
expert and consumer reviews and ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free
appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring

types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
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ction. Shop By Vehicle. Motorcraft Fuel Tank Sender Assembly. Click to Enlarge. Features:
Resists abrasion and corrosion Maximizes performance Ensures lasting durability Easy
installation Made from high-quality materials. Motorcraft Fuel Level Sending Unit. Product List
Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman Fuel Level Sending Unit. Features:
Direct replacement - this fuel tank sending unit is designed to match the fit and function of the
original unit on specified applications Restores functionality - reliable replacement for an
original part that has failed due to internal sensor failure Durable construction - this part is
made from quality materials to ensure reliable performance and long service life Trustworthy
quality - backed by team of product experts in the United States and more than a century of
automotive experience. Motorcraft W September 25th, Posted by fast shipping quality part.
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